
Use this to help you with your 
Statistical Investigation Process
Kea Whanau Teacher can guide you 
through the process



Setting Questions with 
Mrs McCarthy

Decide on a Question to answer.
Be careful with this question as it needs to be 
worded well to be able to collect data. 
Examples
● What is my family’s favourite ice cream 

flavour?
● What colour cars pass on my road today 

?
● Which Maggi packets are in the 

cupboard?



Mrs Kanon 
reminds you to 
Plan out your 
investigation

Answer the questions to the right . This will 
help you plan your steps.

HOW : Create a list,  a table or  a tally chart

WHAT: Make sure you have clear categories 
and ‘other’ for people to choose if they don’t 
like the categories you have picked.

RECORD: Decide what graph suits the data. 



Collect the Data, the Mr 
Wiz way

Data should be organised into a 
table or tally chart.
Make sure it is clear and easy to 
read. 



Miss W’s & Mrs Frasers - 
7 Ticks for Graphing Success
1. Title the Graph (√)
2. Label x and y axis (√√)
3. X and y axis have regularly intervals 

(√√)
4. Data is clear and Easy to read (√)
5. The intersection point of the 2 lines 

starts at 0 (√)





How to Analyse ideas with 
Miss Delany 

Use statements to explain what you see in your graph.
Examples

● I notice there are 10 people whose favourite 
colour is green.

● I can see that overall, generally people’s height 
in centimetres gets taller as they grow older.

● Out of all of the cars on my street, the most 
common make is Toyota.

● In my family 2 people like Orange Chocolate 
Chip ice cream, 1 likes Chocolate ice cream, and 
1 likes Mango Sorbet.



Writing a Conclusion 
explained by 

Miss Day

This statement should answer the question 
you posed. 
Examples
★ In conclusion Orange Chocolate Chip is 

the most popular ice cream flavour in 
my family.

★ There are the same number of blue cars 
as silver cars on my street today.

★ Apples are the most common fruit in 
lunch boxes.

★ More people have dogs as pets than 
cats.


